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The research we are conducting takes the form of a collection of videos to be shared,  
read and developed publicly. It has been produced with the aim of creating a space for 
reflection on the representation of militant narratives and the articulation of resistance 
in Barcelona between the Olympics Games (1992) and the Forum of Cultures (2004). 

After an intense period of militant audiovisual production and debate during the late 
stage of Franco's dictatorship and the first years of Spanish Transition, Barcelona's 
radical scene started to decline in 1982. During the 60's and the 70's, film production 
was extensive and complex. It included the French-inspired formal experiments of the 
Escuela  de  Barcelona  (Barcelona  School)  and  their  attempt  to  transcend  realism 
mixing avant-garde with popular art; militant cinema in the case of the Colectivo Cine 
de  Clase  (Helena  Lumbreras  and  Mariano  Lisa,  1968-1977);  and  marginal  or 
alternative  filmmaking  that  aimed  to  erase  the  margins  of  representation,  whose 
foundations were put in question. Video Nou, Drac Magic (with its initiative to create the 
Women´s Film Festival of Barcelona), La Doce Visual, or what would later become the 
permanent video archive OVNI, used the production and distribution capacity provided 
by the new video technology to carry out works where the new political commitments 
relieved the previous closeness with the traditional left and its class policies.

Since  1982,  when  the  Socialist  Party  rose  to  power,  feminisms,  body  politics  and 
representations of sexual identities, and the new images of the psychedelic designer 
drugs were  all  at  the  beginning of  a  new construction  of  imaginaries  in  a  country 
involved in a harsh restructuring of industry and a full  assimilation of the preceding 
vibrant social movements. A legislation redrafted by the Socialist Party when they took 
office in 1982 (Royal decree 11th November 1977), which limited the access to funding 
for  low-budget  productions,  would  have  a  suffocating  effect  for  any  attempt  at  
producing low budget cinema outside the guidelines of the so-called  quality cinema 
promoted by top governmental and cinematographic spheres. As Manuel Trenzado has 
argued  in  his  book  Cultura  de  masas  y  cambio  político:  el  cine  español  de  la  
transición1,  this  was  the  basis  for  the  neoliberal  deregulation  of  the  Spanish 
cinematographic  market.  It  signals  the  end  of  a  golden  period  that  had  barely 
blossomed. 

The  Socialist  Party's  arrival  to  power  coincides  with  the  appointment  of  Pasqual 

1 Manuel Trenzado, Cultura de masas y cambio político: el cine español de la transición.  CIS. 
Madrid, 1999, pp. 150-160.
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Maragall as the Mayor of Barcelona and his bid for the 1992 Olympic Games, which he 
finally won for the city in October 17th 1986. Since then, the city is subject to a deep 
physical  and  social  transformation,  aimed at  erasing  its  industrial  past  and turning 
Barcelona into one of the European capitals of cultural tourism. However, there are few 
traces of this urban “surgery” in the local audiovisual production. Detached from local 
associations and traditional  structures and interested in  other  forms of  politics,  the 
artists of the city would be gradually disbanded during the 80s and the 90s by the local 
and  regional  cultural  policies  –  defined  by  their  "inclusive  co-optation"  strategy,  a 
relationship that made possible the survival of many groups and initiatives, but that 
also reduced their level of political impact.

In 2001, around the demonstrations against the World Bank meeting in Barcelona, and 
in 2004 against the Universal Forum of Cultures, the artistic activism of the city was 
strongly re-articulated. It is also at this point that a serious evaluation of the urban  
policies of the post-Olympic Games arises. These urban policies gentrified the old part 
of town with the well-known formula of locating art centres, museums, galleries and 
restaurants, and were immediately followed by radical changes in the uses of public 
spaces.  Today,  Barcelona  is  a  city  overrun  by  waves  of  tourists  and  impossibly 
expensive. The dream of Barcelona as “the Spanish cultural industry” has vanished, 
leaving behind disjointed neighbourhoods and privatised and increasingly expensive 
public services. Against this, there were some responses from different groups and 
artists  who,  in  a  festive,  ironic  or  nostalgic  tone,  denounced the  other  side  of  the 
"Barcelona's  dream":  mobbing,  impoverishment  of  the  most  fragile  people,  police 
violence, impossibility of using the streets if you are not a good citizen-consumer, etc…

In her excellent essay "The Articulation of Protest“2,  Hito Steyerl specifically discusses 
the articulations of the current militant protest at two levels: the level of symbols, the 
verbalisation and depiction of political protest, and the level of the internal organisation 
and  structure  of  the  movement.  She  describes  both  levels  as  montages  and 
compositions  in  the  form  of  inclusions  and  exclusions.  As  Steyerl  points  out,  the 
production  structure  of  militant  narratives  can  paradoxically  mirror   to  that  of  the 
corporate media they criticise. We want to note that some of the audiovisual  works 
here presented precisely responded to their context in ways that were very similar to 
those of the mass media, too aestheticised and influenced by the relationship between 
some of these groups with the museums or the institutions that protected them (e. g.  
the group Las Agencias,  created by the MACBA, who led the protests against  the 
World Bank summit in 2001). A decade later, we should ask ourselves what social 
influence  do  these  works  have  today  or  what  legacy  did  they  leave,  beyond  the 
symbolic capital acquired by many of these institutions. 

Selection of videos

2 http://www.republicart.net/disc/mundial/steyerl02_en.htm
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1/ 1992: The Olympic games (Barcelona, the “big transformation”)
Ad by Public Catalan TV, TV3 –Televisió de Catalunya, 1992
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FfwauvXvc-E&feature=related
fragment, 2 min

2/ Protests against the World Bank  summit (2001)
-New Kids on the Black Block :Call it what you want :New Kids on the Black Block 2002 
http://www.desorg.org/dev/index.php?
buscar=call+it+what+you+want&page=1&submit=Buscar
 12 min
 
3/ Platforms against Universal Forum of Cultures 2004. 
Social demands in “the ideal city”: squatters, mobbing in Raval, Poble Nou 
transformations3

-“Guerrilla tv” 
(2002, Barcelona TV)
fragment, 5 min 
- Paterem el Forum 
2004, 35 mints.
http://www.desorg.org/dev/index.php?
buscar=paterem+el+forum&page=1&submit=Buscar
fragment, 10 mins. 
 
4/ Imagining new/old militant narratives.
Marcelo Expósito: La imaginación radical (carnavales de resistencia)
2004, 60 min.
http://www.desorg.org/dev/index.php?buscar=la+imaginaci
%C3%B3n+radical&page=1&submit=Buscar
fragment, 15 mins.

3 Other references: Mobbing mobiliario C/ GUARDIA 14 BIS 08001 BCN  by Juan Fernando Lo 
pez 
España 2005, 22' . El caso de Poble Nou. Poble Now . Laia Sadurní, Vahida Ramujkic . España 
2002, 12'.
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